
Inspired by the worlds of science fiction, space and time travel, the CHANEL Watchmaking 
Creation Studio has created the CHANEL INTERSTELLAR capsule collection for 2023.

With a pixelated motif, a circuit board design, phosphorescent effects, a star charm 
and a 3D robot, CHANEL presents new interpretations of the J12, PREMIÈRE,  
BOY.FRIEND and CODE COCO watches. These exclusive creations include limited 
editions of Haute Horlogerie pieces. 



#J12 #CHANELPREMIERE #CHANELBOYFRIEND #CODECOCO

#CHANELINTERSTELLAR #CHANELWATCHES #CHANELHAUTEHORLOGERIE 

Frozen sapphire crystal and 18K white gold case

18K white gold fixed bezel set with 46 baguette-cut diamonds (~5.46 carats)

Sapphire crystal dial set with 12 baguette-cut diamonds (~0.38 carat)

18K white gold non screw-down crown set with 1 brilliant-cut diamond (~0.17 carat)

Frozen sapphire crystal and 18K white gold bracelet set with 138 baguette-cut diamonds 
(~10.15 carats) and 18K white gold triple-folding buckle

Caliber 3.1: in-house Manufacture movement with manual winding with the timer 
bridge, the plate and the gear-train bridge in sapphire crystal

Power reserve: ~55 hours

Functions: hours, minutes

Water-resistance: 30 meters

Diameter: 38 mm

Diamonds: 196 baguette-cut diamonds (~15.99 carats) and 1 brillant-cut diamond 
(~0.17 carat)

Numbered and limited to 12 pieces

DESCRIPTION

X-RAY STAR



#J12 #CHANELPREMIERE #CHANELBOYFRIEND #CODECOCO

#CHANELINTERSTELLAR #CHANELWATCHES #CHANELHAUTEHORLOGERIE 

DIAMOND TOURBILLON

Velvet white highly resistant ceramic case

Sapphire crystal caseback with «LIMITED TO 55» mention

18K white gold fixed bezel set with 34 baguette-cut diamonds (~3.50 carats)                                                                                                                                       

18K white gold hands set with 22 brilliant-cut diamonds (~0.02 carat)

Shiny white ceramic openwork dial                                                                                                                                                                                                   

Tourbillon cage set with 26 brilliant-cut diamonds (~0.06 carat) and 1 solitaire diamond 
with an exclusive cut (~0.18 carat)

18K white gold non screw-down crown set with 1 brilliant-cut diamond (~0.15 carat)

Velvet white highly resistant ceramic bracelet and 18K white gold triple-folding buckle

Caliber 5: in-house Manufacture mechanical movement with manual winding

Power reserve: ~42 hours

Functions: hours, minutes

Complications: flying tourbillon

Water-resistance: 50 meters

Diameter: 38 mm

Diamonds: 34 baguette-cut diamonds (~3.50 carats), 49 brilliant-cut diamonds (~0.23 
carat) and 1 solitaire diamond (~0.18 carat)

Limited to 55 pieces

DESCRIPTION

A solitaire diamond rotating on its itself to the rhythm of the flying tourbillon movement 
designed and assembled by the CHANEL Manufacture. The subtle contrast between  
the sparkle of the diamond and the velvet finish of the ceramic. 



#J12 #CHANELPREMIERE #CHANELBOYFRIEND #CODECOCO

#CHANELINTERSTELLAR #CHANELWATCHES #CHANELHAUTEHORLOGERIE 

18K white gold and white highly resistant ceramic case

Sapphire crystal caseback with «LIMITED TO 20» mention

18K white gold fixed bezel set with 46 baguette-cut diamonds (~5.46 carats)

18K white gold dial set with 168 baguette-cut diamonds (~4.61 carats)

18K white gold non screw-down crown set with 1 brilliant-cut diamond (~ 0.16 carat)

White highly resistant ceramic bracelet and 18K white gold triple-folding buckle

Caliber 12.1: self-winding Manufacture movement, chronometer-certified by the 
COSC*, with black coating

Power reserve: ~70 hours

Functions: hours, minutes, seconds

Water-resistance: 50 meters

Diameter: 38 mm

Diamonds: 214 baguette-cut diamonds (~10.07 carats) and 1 brilliant-cut diamond 
(~0.16 carat)

Limited to 20 pieces

*Swiss Official Chronometer Testing Institute

DESCRIPTION

STAR LIGHT



#J12 #CHANELPREMIERE #CHANELBOYFRIEND #CODECOCO

#CHANELINTERSTELLAR #CHANELWATCHES #CHANELHAUTEHORLOGERIE 

Matte black and white highly resistant ceramic case 

Sapphire crystal caseback with «PIECE UNIQUE» mention

Steel fixed bezel with matte black and white baguette-cut ceramic rings

Dial with matte black and white baguette-cut ceramic rings

Steel screw-down crown with black coating (excepted one design without black coating)

White and black matte highly resistant ceramic bracelet, steel triple-folding buckle

Caliber 12.1: self-winding Manufacture movement, chronometer-certified by the 
COSC*, with black coating

Power reserve: ~70 hours

Functions: hours, minutes, seconds

Water-resistance: 50 meters

Diameter: 38 mm

Unique piece – only available in set

*Swiss Official Chronometer Testing Institute

Matte black and white ceramic are combined in a set of seven watches. The first, all white, 
is in the light. The second is crossed by a black band, as though moving into the shade.  
The third is crossed by a wider band, and so on up to the seventh, which is all black.

ECLIPSE BOX

DESCRIPTION



#J12 #CHANELPREMIERE #CHANELBOYFRIEND #CODECOCO

#CHANELINTERSTELLAR #CHANELWATCHES #CHANELHAUTEHORLOGERIE 

HYPER CYBERNETIC

Matte black highly resistant ceramic and 18K white gold case set with 116 brilliant-cut 
diamonds (~0.55 carat)  

Sapphire crystal caseback with «LIMITED TO 55» mention

18K white gold fixed bezel set with 62 brilliant-cut diamonds (~0.34 carat) and pixel 
pattern in matte black ceramic

Matte black dial set with 61 brilliant-cut diamonds (~0.24 carat)

18K white gold non-screw down crown set with 1 brilliant-cut diamond (~0.17 carat)

Matte black highly resistant ceramic bracelet and steel triple-folding buckle

Caliber 12.1: self-winding Manufacture movement, chronometer-certified by the 
COSC*, with black coating

Power reserve: ~70 hours

Functions: hours, minutes, seconds

Water-resistance: 50 meters

Diameter: 38 mm

Diamonds: 240 brilliant-cut diamonds (~1.30 carat)

Limited to 55 pieces

* Swiss Official Chronometer Testing Institute

DESCRIPTION

A graphic interpretation.   
A pixelated motif in diamonds that contrasts with the black of the bezel and dial, cut out of 
the white gold of the case. 



#J12 #CHANELPREMIERE #CHANELBOYFRIEND #CODECOCO

#CHANELINTERSTELLAR #CHANELWATCHES #CHANELHAUTEHORLOGERIE 

Black highly resistant ceramic and steel case with white highly resistant ceramic patch 

with pixel cutting

Sapphire crystal caseback with «LIMITED EDITION» mention

Steel fixed black- and white-varnished sapphire bezel 

Black-lacquered dial with matte white pixel varnish motif

Steel screw-down crown with white highly resistant ceramic cabochon

Black highly resistant ceramic bracelet with steel triple-folding buckle

Caliber 12.1: self-winding movement produced by the Swiss Manufacture Kenissi,  

co-owned by CHANEL, chronometer-certified by the COSC*

Power reserve: ~70 hours

Functions: hours, minutes, seconds

Water-resistance: 50 meters

Diameter: 38 mm

Limited edition

*Swiss Official Chronometer Testing Institute

DESCRIPTION

CYBERNETIC

A graphic interpretation.   
A white pixelated motif that contrasts with the black of the bezel and lacqured dial, cut out 
of the ceramic of the case. 



#J12 #CHANELPREMIERE #CHANELBOYFRIEND #CODECOCO

#CHANELINTERSTELLAR #CHANELWATCHES #CHANELHAUTEHORLOGERIE 

SPATIOTEMPORAL

Two exceptional creations where black and white intertwine, enhanced by white gold and 
diamonds. Clean lines conceal the unparalleled technical complexity and watchmaking 
expertise of the CHANEL Manufacture.

 



#J12 #CHANELPREMIERE #CHANELBOYFRIEND #CODECOCO

#CHANELINTERSTELLAR #CHANELWATCHES #CHANELHAUTEHORLOGERIE 

White and matte black highly resistant ceramic case

Sapphire crystal caseback with «LIMITED TO 12» mention

18K white gold fixed bezel set with 36 baguette-cut diamonds (~4.40 carats) and black 
baguette-cut ceramic ring 

18K white gold dial set with 124 baguette-cut diamonds (~3.57 carats)

18K white gold non screw-down crown set with 1 brilliant-cut diamond (~0.16 carat)

White and matte black highly resistant ceramic bracelet, 18K white gold triple-folding 
buckle

Caliber 12.1: self-winding Manufacture movement, chronometer-certified by the 
COSC*, with black coating and oscillating weight set with 52 baguette-cut diamonds 
(~0.90 carat)

Power reserve: ~70 hours

Functions: hours, minutes, seconds

Water-resistance: 50 meters

Diameter: 38 mm

Diamonds: 212 baguette-cut diamonds (~8.87 carats) and 1 brilliant-cut diamond (~0.16 
carat)

Limited to 12 pieces

*Swiss Official Chronometer Testing Institute

DESCRIPTIONS SPATIOTEMPORAL WATCHES 

White and matte black highly resistant ceramic case

Sapphire crystal caseback with «LIMITED TO 12» mention

18K white gold fixed bezel set with 12 baguette-cut diamonds (~1.47 carat) and black 
baguette-cut ceramic ring

18K white gold dial set with 41 baguette-cut diamonds (~1.15 carat) and black baguette-
cut ceramic ring

18K white gold non screw-down crown set with 1 brilliant-cut diamond (~0.16 carat)

White and matte black highly resistant ceramic bracelet, 18K white gold triple-folding 
buckle

Caliber 12.1: self-winding Manufacture movement, chronometer-certified by the 
COSC*, with black coating and oscillating weight set with 52 baguette-cut diamonds 
(~0.90 carat)

Power reserve: ~70 hours

Functions: hours, minutes, seconds

Water-resistance: 50 meters

Diameter: 38 mm

Diamonds: 105 baguette-cut diamonds (~3.52 carats) and 1 brilliant-cut diamond (~0.16 
carat)

Limited to 12 pieces

*Swiss Official Chronometer Testing Institute



#J12 #CHANELPREMIERE #CHANELBOYFRIEND #CODECOCO

#CHANELINTERSTELLAR #CHANELWATCHES #CHANELHAUTEHORLOGERIE 

NIGHT STAR 38 MM AND 33 MM

Two new CHANEL Haute Horlogerie creations set with diamonds, in 38 and 33 mm.  
Each has a black glitter-effect dial traversed by a comet in constant movement.



#J12 #CHANELPREMIERE #CHANELBOYFRIEND #CODECOCO

#CHANELINTERSTELLAR #CHANELWATCHES #CHANELHAUTEHORLOGERIE 

J12 NIGHT STAR 38 MM WATCH 

Black highly resistant ceramic and steel case with black coating

Sapphire crystal caseback with «LIMITED TO 55» mention

Steel fixed bezel with black coating set with 46 baguette-cut diamonds (~5.46 carats)

Black glittery effect dial set with 12 baguette-cut diamonds (~0.26 carat) 

Steel with black coating non screw-down crown set with 1 brilliant-cut diamond (~ 0.16 
carat)

Black highly resistant ceramic bracelet and steel with black coating triple-folding buckle

Caliber 12.1: self-winding Manufacture movement, chronometer-certified by the 
COSC*, with black coating

Power reserve: ~70 hours

Functions: hours, minutes, seconds

Water-resistance: 50 meters

Diameter: 38 mm

Diamonds: 58 baguette-cut diamonds (~5.72 carats) and 1 brilliant-cut diamond (~0.16 
carat)

Limited to 55 pieces

*Swiss Official Chronometer Testing Institute

DESCRIPTIONS

J12 NIGHT STAR 33 MM WATCH

Black highly resistant ceramic and steel case with black coating

Sapphire crystal caseback with «LIMITED TO 55» mention

Steel fixed bezel with black coating set with 46 baguette-cut diamonds (~3.60 carats)

Black glittery effect dial set with 12 baguette-cut diamonds (~0.20 carat) 

Steel with black coating non-screw crown set with 1 brilliant-cut diamond (~0.10 carat)

Black highly resistant ceramic bracelet and steel with black coating triple-folding buckle

Caliber 12.2: self-winding Manufacture movement, chronometer-certified by the 
COSC*, with black coating

Power reserve: ~50 hours

Functions: hours, minutes, seconds

Water-resistance: 50 meters

Diameter: 33 mm

Diamonds: 58 baguette-cut diamonds  (~3.80 carats) and 1 brilliant-cut diamond (~0.10 
carat)

Limited to 55 pieces

*Swiss Official Chronometer Testing Institute



#J12 #CHANELPREMIERE #CHANELBOYFRIEND #CODECOCO

#CHANELINTERSTELLAR #CHANELWATCHES #CHANELHAUTEHORLOGERIE 

MADEMOISELLE J12 COSMIC

Black highly resistant ceramic and 18K white gold case

Sapphire crystal caseback with «MADEMOISELLE J12» and «LIMITED TO 55» mentions

18K white gold fixed bezel set with 46 baguette-cut diamonds (~5.46 carats)

Black glittery effect dial set with 10 brilliant-cut diamonds (~0.02 carat) and Mademoiselle 
statuette

18K white gold non screw-down crown set with 1 brilliant-cut diamond (~0.16 carat)

Black highly resistant ceramic bracelet and 18K white gold triple-folding buckle

Caliber 12.1: self-winding Manufacture movement, with black coating

Power reserve: ~70 hours

Functions: hours, minutes

Water-resistance: 50 meters

Diameter: 38 mm

Diamonds: 46 baguette-cut diamonds (~5.46 carats) and 11 brilliant-cut diamonds 
(~0.18 carat)

Limited to 55 pieces

DESCRIPTION

Gabrielle Chanel’s silhouette in a black-and-white evening gown. Hands driven by the  
Caliber 12.1 movement indicate the time. The dial glows with diamonds like stars in the 
night sky.



#J12 #CHANELPREMIERE #CHANELBOYFRIEND #CODECOCO

#CHANELINTERSTELLAR #CHANELWATCHES #CHANELHAUTEHORLOGERIE 

Black highly resistant ceramic and steel case

Sapphire crystal caseback with «LIMITED EDITION» mention

Steel with matte black coating fixed bezel with black-varnished sapphire with 

baguette-cut pattern

Black aventurine effect glittery lacquered dial with 6 diamonds (~0.01 carat and touches 

of SLN

Steel with matte black coating screw-down crown with black highly resistant ceramic 

cabochon

Black highly resistant ceramic bracelet with steel triple-folding buckle

Caliber 12.1: self-winding movement produced by the Swiss Manufacture Kenissi,  

co-owned by CHANEL, chronometer-certified by the COSC*

Power reserve: ~70 hours

Functions: hours, minutes, seconds

Water-resistance: 200 meters

Diameter: 38 mm

Diamonds: 6 brilliant-cut diamonds (~0.01 carat

Limited edition

*Swiss Official Chronometer Testing Institute

DESCRIPTION

INTERSTELLAR

An interpretation in monochrome.   
A glittering dial, like a starry night, embellished with 6 diamonds and traversed by a comet 
moving through the sky. 



#J12 #CHANELPREMIERE #CHANELBOYFRIEND #CODECOCO

#CHANELINTERSTELLAR #CHANELWATCHES #CHANELHAUTEHORLOGERIE 

COSMIC

White highly resistant ceramic and steel case

Steel caseback with «LIMITED EDITION» mention

Steel fixed bezel with white-varnished sapphire crystal with baguette-cut pattern

White dial with SLN, 12 diamonds (~0.01 carat) and polished rhodium-plated stickers

Steel screw-down crown with white highly resistant ceramic cabochon

White highly resistant ceramic bracelet with steel triple-folding buckle

High precision quartz movement

Functions: hours, minutes, seconds

Water-resistance: 200 meters

Diameter: 33 mm

Diamonds: 12 brilliant-cut diamonds (~0.01 carat)

Limited edition

DESCRIPTION

An interpretation in white monochrome. 
A creation highlighted by the sparkle of 12 diamonds, with cosmic motifs revealed against 
a phosphorescent dial.



#J12 #CHANELPREMIERE #CHANELBOYFRIEND #CODECOCO

#CHANELINTERSTELLAR #CHANELWATCHES #CHANELHAUTEHORLOGERIE 

18K white gold case

18K white gold caseback with «LIMITED TO 55» mention

18K white gold dial set with 116 brilliant-cut diamonds (~0.38 carat)

18K white gold bracelet set with 162 diamonds (~5.40 carats)

18K white gold comet charm set with 6 brilliant-cut diamonds (~0.13 carat)

High precision quartz movement

Functions: hours, minutes

Water-resistance: 30 meters

Dimensions: 19.7 x 15.2 x 7.5 mm 

Diamonds: 284 brilliant-cut diamonds (~5.91 carats)

Limited to 55 pieces

DESCRIPTION

PREMIÈRE 
HYPER LUCKY STAR



#J12 #CHANELPREMIERE #CHANELBOYFRIEND #CODECOCO

#CHANELINTERSTELLAR #CHANELWATCHES #CHANELHAUTEHORLOGERIE 

Steel case set with 52 brilliant-cut diamonds (~0.17 carat) and steel comet-shaped 
charm set with 6 brilliant-cut diamonds (~0.13 carat)

Steel caseback with «LIMITED EDITION» mention

Aventurine effect black glittery lacquered dial

Black rubber strap with velvet touch and steel ardillon buckle

High precision quartz movement

Functions: hours and minutes

Water-resistance: 30 meters

Dimensions: 19.7 x 15.2 mm

Diamonds: 58 brilliant-cut diamonds (~0.30 carat)

Limited edition

DESCRIPTION

PREMIÈRE
LUCKY STAR

A glittering black-lacquered dial. A lucky charm in the shape of a star on the wrist. 



#J12 #CHANELPREMIERE #CHANELBOYFRIEND #CODECOCO

#CHANELINTERSTELLAR #CHANELWATCHES #CHANELHAUTEHORLOGERIE 

Sapphire crystal case and bezel

18K white gold crown set with 24 brilliant-cut diamonds (~0.34 carat)

18K white gold camélia-shaped skeleton set with 246 brilliant-cut diamonds (~0.37 carat)

Black patent calfskin strap with silver lining and 18K white gold triple-folding buckle set 
with 30 brilliant-cut diamonds (~0.32 carat)  

Caliber 2: in-house Manufacture skeletonized mechanical movement with manual 
winding

Power reserve: ~48 hours

Functions: hours, minutes 

Water-resistance: 30 meters

Dimensions: 37 x 28.5 x 10.6 mm

Diamonds: 300 brilliant-cut diamonds (~1.02 carat)

Limited to 55 pieces

DESCRIPTION

PREMIÈRE 
CAMÉLIA X-RAY

The Première Squelette Camélia watch celebrates one of the most poetic symbols of the 
House of CHANEL: the camellia. The Calibre 2 Haute Horlogerie movement, designed and 
assembled by the CHANEL Manufacture, enhances this three-dimensional floral geometry 
and is housed for the first time in a precious sapphire setting.



#J12 #CHANELPREMIERE #CHANELBOYFRIEND #CODECOCO

#CHANELINTERSTELLAR #CHANELWATCHES #CHANELHAUTEHORLOGERIE 

18K white gold case

18K white gold caseback with «LIMITED TO 10» mention

18K white gold dial set with 191 brilliant-cut diamonds (~0.49 carat)

Bracelet composed of sapphire crystal links and 18K white gold snow-setting links set 
with 1,318 diamonds (~4.45 carats), 18K white gold clasp set with 191 diamonds (~0.49 
carat)

High precision quartz movement

Functions: hours, minutes

Water-resistance: 30 meters

Dimensions: 19.7 x 15.2 x 7.5 mm 

Diamonds: 1,700 brilliant-cut diamonds (~5.43 carats)

Limited to 10 pieces

DESCRIPTION

PREMIÈRE 
X-RAY

This watch plays on transparency and femininity, with alternate links of sapphire crystal and 
white gold set with diamonds.



#J12 #CHANELPREMIERE #CHANELBOYFRIEND #CODECOCO

#CHANELINTERSTELLAR #CHANELWATCHES #CHANELHAUTEHORLOGERIE 

18K yellow gold, black ceramic and blackened titanium robot-shaped case set with  
4 brilliant-cut diamonds (~0.13 carat) and 2 onyx cabochons

18K yellow gold caseback with «LIMITED EDITION» mention

Black-lacquered dial

Black rubber strap with velvet touch and 18K yellow gold ardillon buckle

High precision quartz movement

Functions: hours and minutes

Water-resistance : 30 meters

Dimensions: 19.7 x 15.2 mm

Diamonds: 4 brilliant-cut diamonds (~0.13 carat)

Limited edition

DESCRIPTION

PREMIÈRE 
ROBOT

A 3D robot in yellow gold, ceramic, blackened titanium, onyx and diamonds.  
A strap in rubber with a velvet touch.    



#J12 #CHANELPREMIERE #CHANELBOYFRIEND #CODECOCO

#CHANELINTERSTELLAR #CHANELWATCHES #CHANELHAUTEHORLOGERIE 

BOY.FRIEND 
CYBERDATA

Steel case and bezel with black coating

Steel caseback with «LIMITED EDITION» mention

Black-lacquered dial with a rhodium-plated printed circuit motif set with 54 brilliant-cut 
diamonds (~0.08 carat)

Steel crown with black spinel cabochon

Interchangeable patent black quilted pattern calfskin strap with silver calfskin lining and 
steel ardillon buckle

High precision quartz movement

Functions: hours, minutes, date

Water-resistance: 30 meters

Dimensions: 34.6 x 26.7 x 7.3 mm

Diamonds: 54 brilliant-cut diamonds (~0.08 carat)

Limited edition

 

DESCRIPTION

An interpretation of magnetic allure. 
A printed circuit board set with diamonds on the dial. A bracelet in black quilted patent 
leather with a silver-colored lining. 



#J12 #CHANELPREMIERE #CHANELBOYFRIEND #CODECOCO

#CHANELINTERSTELLAR #CHANELWATCHES #CHANELHAUTEHORLOGERIE 

CODE COCO 
CYBERGOLD

Steel case and bezel with black coating

Steel caseback with «LIMITED EDITION» mention

Black-lacquered dials, one set with a princess-cut diamond (~0.05 carat)

Golden quilted calfskin strap with black trim and black calfskin lining, gold-plated 
«CHANEL» letters

High precision quartz movement

Mademoiselle turnlock in steel with black coating

Functions: hours, minutes

Water-resistance: 30 meters

Dimensions: 39.3 x 25.0 x 8.8 mm

Diamond: 1 princess-cut diamond (~0.05 carat)

Limited edition

DESCRIPTION

A bracelet in gold quilted leather boldly spelling out the 6 letters of the CHANEL logo.  
Two black-lacquered dials, one set with a diamond.



#J12 #CHANELPREMIERE #CHANELBOYFRIEND #CODECOCO

#CHANELINTERSTELLAR #CHANELWATCHES #CHANELHAUTEHORLOGERIE 

Matte black highly resistant ceramic and steel case and bezel

Sapphire crystal caseback with «LIMITED TO 55» mention 

Meteorite openwork dial 

Flying tourbillon cage set with a lion head decor plate

Steel crown

Black nylon strap with black calfskin trim and lining, and steel triple-folding buckle

Caliber 5.1: in-house Manufacture flying tourbillon mechanical movement with manual 
winding

Power reserve: ~72 hours

Functions: hours, minutes, seconds

Complications: flying tourbillon

Water-resistance: 30 meters

Diameter: 42 mm

Limited to 55 pieces

DESCRIPTION

MONSIEUR
TOURBILLON METEORITE

The black ceramic case frames and highlights the 2 unique elements of this watch.  
The lion, emblem of the House of CHANEL, sits within the cage of the tourbillon and turns 
with the rhythm of the seconds. The dial, created from a fragment of meteorite, makes each 
piece unique.  
For the first time, the MONSIEUR watch houses a flying tourbillon movement, the Calibre 
5.1, designed and assembled by the CHANEL Manufacture.



#J12 #CHANELPREMIERE #CHANELBOYFRIEND #CODECOCO

#CHANELINTERSTELLAR #CHANELWATCHES #CHANELHAUTEHORLOGERIE 

Glass sphere 

Black polished rotating sphere with hour indices

Comet-shape hour hand in 18K white gold set with 11 diamonds (~0.70 carat) 

Leo constellation-shape minute hand set with 9 diamonds (~1.60 carat) 

Briolette in crystal rock

Brass sculpted lion and structure with black coating

Manual winding mechanical movement designed by CHANEL Watchmaking Creative 
Studio, developed and manufactured by l’Epée

Functions: hours, minutes

Dimensions: 34.2 x 20.6 x 17.6 cm

Diamonds: 20 brilliant-cut diamonds (~2.30 carats)

Numbered and limited to 5 pieces

DESCRIPTION

OBJECT
LION ASTROCLOCK

The Lion Astroclock is an exceptional creation inspired by Gabrielle Chanel’s star sign, 
Leo. The glass globe encloses a movement with sophisticated finishes, a comet in 18K 
white gold and a constellation-shaped hand set with diamonds. The plinth contains  
a black faceted lion, symbol of power and strength. A remarkable clock encompassing  
the symbols of the House of CHANEL, in a limited edition of 5. 




